Leonardus McEachern 2nd Overall Geekfest 2019 – Tau Empire

++ Battalion Detachment +5CP (T'au Empire) [22 PL, 7CP, 382pts] ++
T'au Empire Sept Choice: T'au Sept

+ HQ [12 PL, 180pts] +
Cadre Fireblade [2 PL, 42pts]: Markerlight [3pts]
  . Puretide engram neurochip
Commander Shadowsun [10 PL, 138pts]: 5. Exemplar of the Kauyon, 2x MV52 Shield Drone [22pts], MV62 Command-link Drone [6pts], Warlord

+ Troops [6 PL, 114pts] +
Strike Team [2 PL, 38pts]
  . Fire Warrior Shas'uui [10pts]: Markerlight [3pts], Pulse rifle . 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]
Strike Team [2 PL, 38pts]
  . Fire Warrior Shas'uui [10pts]: Markerlight [3pts], Pulse rifle . 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]
Strike Team [2 PL, 38pts]
  . Fire Warrior Shas'uui [10pts]: Markerlight [3pts], Pulse rifle . 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]

+ Fast Attack [4 PL, 88pts] +
Pathfinder Team [4 PL, 88pts]:
MV31 Pulse Accelerator Drone [8pts]
MV33 Grav-inhibitor Drone [8pts]
  . MB3 Recon Drone [12pts]
  . 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]
  . 5x Pathfinder [40pts]: 5x Markerlight [15pts]

++ Battalion Detachment +5CP (T'au Empire) [76 PL, 5CP, 1,477pts] ++
T'au Empire Sept Choice: T'au Sept

+ HQ [12 PL, 214pts] +
Cadre Fireblade [2 PL, 42pts]: Markerlight [3pts]
Commander in XV85 Enforcer Battlesuit [7 PL, 127pts]: Advanced targeting system [6pts], 3x Missile pod [45pts]
  . Vectored manoeuvring thrusters
Darkstrider [3 PL, 45pts]

+ Troops [6 PL, 114pts] +
Strike Team [2 PL, 38pts]
  . Fire Warrior Shas'uui [10pts]: Markerlight [3pts], Pulse rifle . 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]
Strike Team [2 PL, 38pts]
  . Fire Warrior Shas'uui [10pts]: Markerlight [3pts], Pulse rifle . 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]
Strike Team [2 PL, 38pts]
  . Fire Warrior Shas'uui [10pts]: Markerlight [3pts], Pulse rifle . 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]

+ Elites [28 PL, 556pts] +
XV104 Riptide Battlesuit [14 PL, 278pts]: 2x Smart missile system [30pts], Advanced targeting system [18pts], Heavy burst cannon [35pts], Velocity tracker [10pts]
XV104 Riptide Battlesuit [14 PL, 278pts]: 2x Smart missile system [30pts], Advanced targeting system
[18pts], Heavy burst cannon [35pts], Velocity tracker [10pts]

+ Fast Attack [6 PL, 170pts] +
Tactical Drones [2 PL, 50pts] . 5x MV4 Shield Drone [50pts]
Tactical Drones [2 PL, 60pts] . 6x MV4 Shield Drone [60pts]
Tactical Drones [2 PL, 60pts] . 6x MV4 Shield Drone [60pts]

+ Heavy Support [24 PL, 423pts] +
XV88 Broadside Battlesuits [24 PL, 423pts]
. Broadside Shas'ui [7 PL, 121pts]: 2x High-yield missile pod [50pts], 2x Smart missile system [30pts], Advanced targeting system [6pts]
. Broadside Shas'ui [7 PL, 121pts]: 2x High-yield missile pod [50pts], 2x Smart missile system [30pts], Advanced targeting system [6pts]
. Broadside Shas'vre [7 PL, 121pts]: 2x High-yield missile pod [50pts], 2x Smart missile system [30pts], Advanced targeting system [6pts]
. 6x MV4 Shield Drone [60pts]

++ Vanguard Detachment +1CP (T'au Empire) [5 PL, 1CP, 140pts] ++
T'au Empire Sept Choice: Sa'cea Sept

+ HQ [2 PL, 65pts] +
Ethereal [2 PL, 65pts]: Honour blade . 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]

+ Elites [3 PL, 75pts] +
Firesight Marksman [1 PL, 25pts]: Markerlight [3pts], Pulse pistol [1pts]
Firesight Marksman [1 PL, 25pts]: Markerlight [3pts], Pulse pistol [1pts]
Firesight Marksman [1 PL, 25pts]: Markerlight [3pts], Pulse pistol [1pts]

++ Total: [103 PL, 13CP, 1,999pts] ++